SPORTS COMMENT

This week the hockey team finished one of the best seasons it has had for years. At that though it only broke even during the season, finishing third or fourth in the league. The cause for jubilation lies not in the team's poor performance this year, but in the possibilities for an excellent performance next year. Coach Owen seems to have found a winning combination, and after he had another year to look it over into shape it should really be possible.

The major fault with the past few hockey teams has lain in the fact that they have been very weak in the goalie spot. Coach Owen seems to have filled this deficit very satisfactorily with George Crouch.

The fourth of the big winter track games comes off tomorrow at Madison Square Garden in New York. At usual Oscar is sending a squad in comparism. The group includes Thomson, who several years ago set some records in the high jump and shot-put. He transferred last year to Tech and transferring back last year was ineligible, however. Now he is able to compete, and may soon break the Tech track record in the high jump and design a shot 49 ft. Oscar's best chance for a place however, seems to lie in Des Jardins, who, he expects, should do around 5'15 in the 400.

A couple of days ago it seemed as if spring had gotten a jump ahead of itself. However the crew was still one more jump ahead, having already taken to the open water. In view of the weather during the last day or so, it seems probable that the oar-slingers are sorry they were so previous.

It must seem mighty cold paddling around out on the Sink Hole of Boston. A couple of days ago it seemed as if spring had gotten a jump ahead of itself. However the crew was still one more jump ahead, having already taken to the open water. In view of the weather during the last day or so, it seems probable that the oar-slingers are sorry they were so previous.

It must seem mighty cold paddling around out on the Sink Hole of Boston.

SPORTS CALENDAR

FRIDAY, MARCH 4
4:00--Varsity Rifle with New Hampshire at Technology.
5:00--Varsity Track in I. C. 4A meet at Madison Square Garden in New York.

SATURDAY, MARCH 5
2:30--Varsity Fencing in the Walker Gym.
3:30--Varsity wrestling at Springfield at Technology.

REVIEW

(Continued from page 2)

UNIVERSITY—Again, The Hurricane, this time coupled with Miriam Hopkins’ portrayal of a Wise Girl. TROMEN—Thursday through Sat- urday, Barbara Stanwyck and Herbert Marshall have Breakfast For Two on tap, while Loretta Young and Warner Bux- ton play at Wills, Doctor, and Nurse.
Sunday through Wednesday of next week Shirley Temple plays Gifts, while Paul Muni and Milton Heights play The Woman I Love.

SQUARES AND REPERTORY—Today and tomorrow, Jane Withers is a holy terror, while Louise Trapp is a temporary lawyer. Sunday and Monday, Warner Baxter and June Lang play White Hunter, the co-feature to Blake Edwards and the gangway, with Jessie Matthews and Dixie Lee.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO STUDENTS:

A limited amount of Webster’s Unabridged Dictionaries will be given away absolutely free on a specific decal offer.

Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary is an absolutely necessary for intelligent reading, writing and talking. For completion, precision, accuracy and authority, you must go to a dictionary that is unabridged. In addition to its large, clear vocabulary it contains 82 separate specialized features. Found in half-fabrikoid—204 pages— 300 Entry—Weight 13 lbs.—Attractive—ful-convenient.

The secondary students interested in this offer and you will be too. See this dictionary on display and listen in about the unusual offer at 6:15 Club Rooms. Ask for Mr. Alm.

USED CARS

DELUNAVY’S SANITARY BARBER SHOP

Dear Telephone

BARBER SHOP

Catering to Technicians and Professors and Students

15 Nashua Street, Cambridge

Established 30 years in Cambridge

Re-STAKING CORONADO’S TRAIL

with telephone poles!

Masked and goggled against the dust, telephone men have followed the 400 old miles trail in Coronado in building the new transcontinental telephone line recently completed. This span- tailed the task, many days to cross the trackless Southwest, driving stakes to guide their return.

You can open this desert instant over the new line between the present railroa of Coronado still lives.

Oceans, mountains, desert, the end of the line, bring in now closed the Bell System word dependent telephoni communicati with anyone, anywhere!